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Part 1 Elements

The periodic table is a system used worldwide to organize and describe elements. Elements are often called
the building blocks of matter because all matter is composed of one element or a combination of two or more
elements. The smallest particle of an element is called an atom. Atoms are composed of protons, neutrons,
and electrons. The atomic symbol of an element is the one or two letter symbol that represents that element

6 -«- -- Atomic number (the first letter is always capitalized and the second letter is always lower case.)
The atomic number of an element is the number of protons that a single atom of
that atom contains. For example Carbon has an atomic number of 6 and it has 6
protons. Carbon has an atomic mass of 12.011. The atomic mass is almost
completely made up of protons and neutrons and is an average of the elements

isotopes. To find the atomic weight calculate the number of protons plus the number of neutrons. Remember
--every element has the same number of protons and electrons. Let's look at Fluorine (FI): FI has an atomic
weight of 19.00. It has 9 protons so how many neutrons must it have to equal the atomic mass?

C_t--- Symbol

12.011 :.c~--- Atomic mass

Protons + Neutrons = atomic mass: 9{protons) + _(neutrons) = 19.00{amu), so the number of neutrons has
to be 10. Let's check it!
Use the app "Nova elements"to build and check Florine. GO he';;'~"-"\"¥'};"'''"''-_'':'iv

LaboratoryUse the PBSapp "NOVA elements" to complete the following
procedure. - .~ '.' .- ,,-_ .

1. Carbon is arguably the most important, on the periodic table. Carbon
forms .& bonds.

2. List the Noble Gases by atomic symbol.

3. How many neutrons does Yttrium have? _

4. Lanthanum is a slivery-white, malleable metal soft enough to a knife, lanthanum is one
of the most of the rare-earth metals.

5. Build the element Mercury. What is the chemical symbol for mercury? How many
protons does Mercury have? Electrons and Neutrons----' __ ?

6. Why do we use Gold as currency in the United States?

7. Why is Erbium called Erbium? Why do we use it in nuclear reactors?



Part 2: Compounds

Compounds are substances that are made from two or more elements that are chemically combined in a
specific ratio, or proportion. For example water - H20 is the ratio of 2 Hydrogen atom combined with 1
Oxygen atom. Fructose (sugar) is C6H1206 is the ratio of 6 Carbon atoms combined with 12 Hydrogen atoms
and 6 Oxygen Atoms. Explore NOVA elements to reinforce this concept.

Play David Pogue's essential elements game to complete this portion of the lab

Go Here:

1. How many molecules are there in a Banana? Name the molecules and build them.

2. What is the chemical formula for Vitamin B6? Build it.

3. What molecules are found in your clothes? Build them.
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4. What molecule? are found in coffeeand a coffee cup? Build them!

5. Draw a water molecule.

6. What are the ~Iements found in caffeine?

-7. What are the molecules found in a cup of coffee?

8. Explain how elements and molecules' ate different.


